Sankalp Global Summit 2017
Sessions Details
Date
Session Title*

Description

07-12-2017 Millennium Alliance Global
Grant: Indian Innovations
for Global Impact

For RSVP, please email divya.gajria@ficci.com

07-12-2017 Registrations and
Networking
07-12-2017 Lunch

Grab your delegate badges and check out who else is there at the summit

07-12-2017 Welcome and Inaugural of
the 9th Sankalp Global
Summit 2017

Don't miss the opening of the 9th edition of the Sankalp Summit in India as we we recap the journey so far
and vision for the future.

07-12-2017 In Conversation with
Nandita Das, AwardWinning Artist & Social
Change Activist

Fireside Chat on 'Social Justice & Inclusion' hosted by Nisha Dutt, CEO - Intellecap"

07-12-2017 FIRESIDE CHAT - Achieving
This session begins with a video message from Paul Polman, CEO of Unilever.
the SDGs: A Future of Equity
for All
This Fireside will explore the role of the UN SDGs in driving towards new Social defaults, and specifically
dive into what it might mean for the world if India were to achieve SDGs by 2030.
07-12-2017 Networking Break

Network! Network! Network!

07-12-2017 Can innovative capital
approaches finance social
defaults?

The UN estimates an annual investment gap of $2.5 trillion in developing countries to achieve the
Sustainable Development Goals. This session aims to answer some tough questions like Where will this
capital come from? What formats will this capital get deployed through?What needs to be done to
support the 'enabling ecosystem' for this capital gap to be bridged?

07-12-2017 Can we design a healtheconomy that prioritizes
well-being for all?

Health care systems around the world are stressed and unable to keep up with the growing demand. The
high cost of care on one side and the growing and aging population, with an increasingly unhealthy
lifestyle and unfavourable environmental conditions on the other, are sure to increase this pressure.
There is hope with advancements in healthcare, but can we sustain? Can we ensure that inclusiveness of
all is at the forefront of our healthcare strategies?

07-12-2017 Can we embrace a future of Driven by the acceleration of connectivity and cognitive technology, the nature of work is changing. This
work that has no jobs?
session will explore how to solve for the impending unemployment crisis while imagining and preparing
for an audacious future that may not require work.
07-12-2017 Can we feed the planet
without destroying it?

The act of feeding the global population puts more stress on the planet than any other activity. Now,
imagine a planet with 10 billion. As diets shift to be more resource intensive and populations grow, we’re
running out of resources to feed ourselves sustain-ably. In this session listen to and engage with thinkers
& doers who are imagining a future of food security and prosperous small farmers while ensuring our
resources are protected.

07-12-2017 How do we solve the capital This session aims to assemble capital mobilizers from the private equity sphere to collectively identify and
challenge to ensure
brainstorm upon the most promising strategies to leverage existing financing mechanisms and finding
equitable energy access?
new ways to blend commercial, impact and concessional capital to help such entrepreneurs and create an
ecosystem to enable an expanding network of energy access in the developing nations.
07-12-2017 Networking Break
07-12-2017 Climate Change and Social
Entrepreneurship
07-12-2017 How to benchmark
innovation : Towards an
Inclusive Innovation Index

Case study based discussion hosted by GIZ to build the carbon market in India

07-12-2017 Inspiration @ Sankalp :
Breaking out of our echo
chambers: listening to
people unlike us

Arun Maira in conversation with Dr. Anagha & Digant Amte

07-12-2017 GSBI Alumni Happy Hour
(By invite only)

Roundtable discussion by the Bertelsmann Foundation

07-12-2017 Sankalp Slam

Stories, spoken word poetry and stand up acts curated by Collab House

07-12-2017 Networking Reception by
Factor E ventures (By invite
only)
08-12-2017 Welcome for Day 2 and Day Summary of day one - setting up your journey for day 2!
1 Summary
08-12-2017 KEYNOTE: Responsible
Capitalism: Stories from the
World
08-12-2017 FIRESIDE CHAT Responsible Capitalism in
India: By Indians For
Indians
08-12-2017 KEYNOTE:Social Defaults for
Minorities: Designing a
system that works for
everyone
08-12-2017 Networking Break
08-12-2017 Can we keep farmers in
farming?

More than 1 billion smallholder farmers, almost all in the developing world, grow 70% of the food
consumed each year. Join us in a conversation with experts to explore how we can secure the incomes of
farmers and lay the groundwork for a more stable food future.

08-12-2017 Demographic dividend vs.
The age of automation is here, and the World Bank estimates that automation threatens 69% of the jobs
liability: Securing jobs in the in India today. There are fears that automation will worsen this situation, but could an alternate future be
age of automation
imagine? There are serious systemic flaws in the Indian economy which has lead to years of "jobless
growth". Could automation force a reorganization of industry such that newer jobs are created at a much
faster pace? What might those future scenarios look like? This session will explore these questions in
conversation with the panelists as well as audience members.
08-12-2017 How will the circular
economy manifest in the
developing world?

If we continue to grow at our current pace, we will need 3 planets to sustain our current levels of
consumption. Our future depends on shifting from take-make-waste business models to circular ones. But
what might the circular economy look like in the developing world where millions are yet to access even
basic quality of life standards? How can we foster new business models and support job growth while
maximizing resource efficiency and encouraging regeneration? In this session, we will hear from several
circular economy experts and dive into case studies that reveal the circular economy in action in the
Indian context.

08-12-2017 Impact Investment: Tipping
Point by 2020 and the
Future of Impact Investing

Should Impact Investing become mainstream? or Should mainstream funders aspire to become impact
investors? What is the path ahead?
Join this session to follow this exciting discussion.

08-12-2017 Is the lack of a shared moral
compass the biggest barrier
to making healthcare
affordable and accessible
for all?

There have been countless instances of patients losing their lives as they are denied health care due to
higher costs, lack of beds, and absence of adequate workforce. Just like food and education, the right to
healthy living and health care should be for all. Yet, over the years, health care seems to have become an
industry that is profit driven. Does this mean making profits and providing universal health care cannot go
hand in hand? Is the dilemma often about choosing between right or wrong or between the two right
choices?

08-12-2017 Lunch &
Networking
08-12-2017 Feed Your Mind: Inspiration One brick at a time: Building a values-driven organization for social change - by Shaheen Mistri - Junior
@ Sankalp
Ballroom 1
The Power of Individuals - In Conversation with Bhanwri Devi - Studio Room 1
08-12-2017 Acting Today to prevent a
Future of Food Wars

200,000+ new mouths need to be fed every day in a time when every 1 degree rise in temperature during
farming seasons results in a 10% loss of yield. This session will explore how capital, innovation, and new
partnership models can disrupt this current trajectory.

08-12-2017 Health financing models to
make care accessible &
affordable for all

India’s total health expenditure (THE) as a percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) has decreased
within the last 10 years, since it became a lower middle-income country. Meeting the goals of universal
health coverage will require increased funding; however, such increases will not occur until budget
deficits are reduced. However, its time reflect on What are the key drivers that should make health
financing more inclusive? Will focussing on the end user based financing models results in +ve RoIs?

08-12-2017 Key challenges and
solutions for the growth of
DRE enterprises

This session aims to bring together stakeholders with the necessary experience and core-competencies to
crack the DRE growth conundrum in India by exploring mutually beneficial symbiotic relationships. The
session will also focus on learnings and best practices that can be implemented by early stage
decentralised renewable energy enterprises in India on their path to scale. The objective will be to arrive
at an action oriented road map for assisting the growth of clean energy access enterprises across the
country.

08-12-2017 The rise of blended finance
models
08-12-2017 Achieving Social Defaults:
How to Nudge the System

Case Studies + Open House
What ecosystem is needed to ‘nudge’ our system towards new social defaults? What is our role as
ecosystem players? Who else has a critical role to play? What’s missing currently in the system? Who are
the pioneers as we see them and what makes them successful? Who needs to step up? This Open House
will provide a platform for exchange and ‘imagining the new’. We will hear from experts, practitioners
and thought leaders on their vision to ‘nudge’ a system change and collectively develop corner stones of
an enabling ecosystem.

08-12-2017 Networking Break
08-12-2017 Fireside chat with Kanhaiya
Kumar
08-12-2017 Imagining the Future:
Innovations Moving us
Towards Social
Defaults

Galvanizing young people to drive tangible social change: Fireside chat hosted by Nisha Dutt, CEO Intellecap
Innovators:
- Kaleidofin
- Happy Loans
- Energaia
- Farmizen
- Bindaas Jobs
- Dunzo
- Gameheads
- Niramai
- Orbuculum

